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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
ULTRAWAVE consortium is fully aware of the importance of a wide dissemination of the activities and results
of the project by web and social media.
The website of the H2020 ULTRAWAVE project is available at http://www.ultrawave2020.eu/ since
September, 2017.
This report describes the website sections and provides an overview of its contents. In particular, the website
has a public part to facilitate the dissemination of project’s information to different stakeholders, a private
part, accessible only by consortium members, dedicated to information exchange between partners and a
reserved area for the EU Commission.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

The ULTRAWAVE website aims to attract the interest of the widest audience with sections oriented to the
general public and sections with more specialist contents oriented to inform industry, scientific community,
end users such as telecom operators, and standardization bodies.
The ULTRAWAVE website has a public area and a restricted, password protected area.
The ULTRAWAVE public website is the core element of the project’s dissemination strategy and is intended
to provide a vision of the project and general information about the main activities and results achieved with
the objective to:
•

Raise awareness about the project activities

•

Facilitate the diffusion of the project's results

•

Promote their industrial exploitation

The restricted area includes tow password protected sections to share files with the reviewers and the
European Commission and among partners.
A further password protected collaborative space is hosted in the LUBox portal of Lancaster University for
sharing and storing files and use of collaborative sheets.

2. GENERAL STRUCTURE OF THE WEBSITE
The URL of the website is http://www.ultrawave2020.eu/ and is online since September 2017. The website is
hosted and maintained by UPV and will be updated regularly with scientific results, findings and
achievements.
The ULTRAWAVE public area is composed of a home-page, that shortly introduces the project and where the
user can find the latest news and upcoming events, and a menu structured according to the following
navigation points:
•

About

•

Technology

•

Results

•

Links

•

News & Events

•

Media

•

Contact

A screenshot of the website home page is shown in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. ULTRAWAVE website

A brief description of each website section is given below.

•

Section “About”. In this section a summary of the ULTRAWAVE project, including the context and the
main objectives to be addressed, is provided. Moreover, it presents the institutions as well as
organizations involved in the project and gives a short description of the work plan with information
about the specific objectives, and leaders of each work package. Fig. 2 shows a screenshot of the
Project Description Section.
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Fig. 2. Project Description

•

Section “Technology”. This section introduces the main technological challenges to be faced by the
project. This section will be updated during the lifetime of the project with the main technological
achievement obtained. Fig. 3 shows the Technology section.

Fig. 3. ULTRAWAVE Technology
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•

Section “Results”. This section records all the research papers, related to the project, published by
partners on scientific journals and conference proceedings as well as the presentations performed.
The public deliverables released during the project are listed in the sub-section Deliverables. On the
other hand, newsletters and other dissemination material will be posted here to be downloaded for
ULTRAWAVE website users.

Fig. 4. Presentations Section

•

Section “Links”. This page shows the links to other projects and organisations in relation with
ULTRAWAVE for common activies or cooperation; for instance, regarding joint workshops.

•

Section “News & Events”. This page shows news, and upcoming events related to ULTRAWAVE. For
example, a list of conferences or workshops dedicated to particular sub-domains of the project goals
will be announced in this section. Fig. 5 shows the News section.
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Fig. 5. News Section

•

Section “Media”. This page shows the material available for distribution through the media as e.g.
press releases, videos, etc.

Fig. 6. Media Section
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•

Section “Contact”. This section provides the contact details of the ULTRAWAVE Coordinator in case
the website users want to get further information about the project.

A link to the ULTRAWAVE collaborative platform used for internal communication is available at the bottom
of the home page. This private area is password-protected reserved to project partners.
The objective of this area is, in addition to the LUBox space, to have a second secure and private place to
share documents between partners and a special section, in the form of forum, to have discussion about
issues arising from the different work packages. This area will also be used to keep working versions of
documents such as on-going version of reports and deliverables and to have a repository of deliverables,
meeting minutes and all documents relevant to the project.
A “Reviewers area” is set for file exchange with the project officer and the reviewers. A login and a password
will be provided shortly. Fig. 7 shows the Reviewers Area.

Fig. 7. Reviewers Area

Finally, the home page has also links to Twitter and LinkedIn accounts of the project (Fig. 8 and Fig. 9).
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Fig. 8. Twitter profile of the project

Fig. 9. LinkedIn group for ULTRAWAVE
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3. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE UPGRADES
The first release of public website and private area for the ULTRAWAVE project are on line.
The website provides the initial set of information about the project and will be regularly updated to report
the progresses and the activity of the project. A web tracker as e.g. Google Analytics providing web statistics
will be used to assess the website visibility and make website improvements based on this information.
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